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that there must be specific factors, functioning in one type
of activity and symbolized by ' § \
Outside psychological laboratories there is great confusion
of thought on the subject of these special factors or abilities,
and some teachers, finding a pupil brilliant at one subject,
poor at others, at once predicate a special ability though
psychologists have not as yet substantiated it.
There certainly seems to be evidence of special aptitude
for music and mathematics, though both may depend as
much on ' g' or one or more of the factor groups as on
any yet undiscovered aptitude. The only aptitude about
which most psychologists seem sure is practical aptitude,
for which many tests have been devised.
Until teachers have been trained in psychological testing
or can get more help from psychologists, it seems wise for
them to refrain from acting on the assumption that these
special aptitudes exist, and by their presence, or absence,
explain outstanding xases of success or failure in a given
subject.
It is safer to look for the causes of good or bad perform-
ance in the personality and experience of the pupil, A
boy may be brilliant in mathematics because he has great
intelligence, has had good teaching and comes from a home
in which it is assumed that all people worth their salt
shine at mathematics.
He may or may not have such marked ability that he
will make a career for himself as a mathematician ; indeed,
if interest lasting into maturity and successful performance
throughout life are tests of special ability in any subject,
then very few of the people who do brilliantly in their
university have any special endowment.
Again, parents, teachers and even the child himself are
apt to explain poor performance in other subjects on tbe
ground that the pnpil is specially gifted in music or art
—as if high ability in one subject precluded success m
others. The wisest practice seems to be based cm the feet

